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FET Noise-Parameter Determination Using
a Novel Technique Based on 50-

Noise-Figure Measurements
Antonio Lázaro, Llúıs Pradell,Member, IEEE,and Juan M. O’Callaghan

Abstract—A novel method for measuring the four noise param-
eters of a field-effect transistor (FET) is presented. It is based on
the determination of its intrinsic noise matrix elements [CINT

11 ,
C
INT

22 , Re(CINT

12 ), Im(CINT

12 )] by fitting the measured device noise
figure for a matched source reflection coefficient(F50) at a
number of frequency points, thus, a tuner is not required. In
contrast to previous works, no restrictive assumptions are made
on the intrinsic noise sources. The receiver full-noise calibration is
easily performed by using a set of coaxial and on-wafer standards
that are commonly available in a microwave laboratory, thus,
an expensive broad-band tuner is not required for calibration
either. On-wafer experimental verification up to 26 GHz is
presented and a comparison with otherF50-based and tuner-
based methods is given. As an application, the dependence of the
FET intrinsic noise sources as a function of the bias drain–current
and gate–length is obtained.

Index Terms—Noise measurements, noise modeling, noise pa-
rameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE full-noise characterization of a field-effect transistor
(FET) requires the determination of its four noise pa-

rameters: minimum noise figure , noise resistance ,
and optimum source reflection coefficient (magnitude
and phase). The measurement of the noise parameters in the
microwave frequency range is usually performed by measuring
the device noise figure for a minimum of four source reflection
coefficients produced with a tuner [1]–[6]. Although this
method gives accurate results, it has the following drawbacks.

1) Broad-band tuners are generally very expensive and the
measurements are time consuming.

2) Some tuners may have little flexibility in selecting the
source coefficient patterns [3]-[-8] required.

3) It is very sensitive to experimental errors whenever
is high ( 0.7).

This situation is commonly found in microwave FET’s at low
frequencies (which can be up to 10 GHz) or for low drain-bias
currents.

Other successful techniques make use of a transistor equiv-
alent circuit to provide additional information to reduce com-
plexity in the measurement procedure. In these techniques, the
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Fig. 1. FET equivalent circuit, including the voltage–current noise-source
configuration.

noise parameters are characterized by determining the intrinsic
noise correlation matrix : , , ,

[8] through a number of simplifying assumptions.
If the intrinsic noise sources are arranged in a voltage–current
(hybrid) configuration , as shown in Fig. 1,
is basically frequency-independent [10]–[16]. Therefore, the
intrinsic noise matrix can be obtained from a measurement
of the four noise parameters at a single frequency in a
deembedding procedure [14]. A further simplification assumes
no correlation between sources (Pospieszalski’s model [10]).
In that case, only two frequency-independent noise constants
(gate temperature and drain temperature ) have to be
determined. Moreover, other authors [12], [15] assume that

equals the physical temperature, in which case only one
parameter must be determined to extract the four noise
parameters. This can be done from the measurement of the
transistor noise figure, with a matched (50) source reflection
coefficient , as proposed by Taskeret al. [12], thus, a
tuner is not required. Alternatively, Dambrineet al. [9] use
the current–current intrinsic noise-source configuration (also
called admittance or , , model) with a number of sim-
plifying assumptions (in particular, the correlation coefficient

is assumed to be purely imaginary and related to parameters
, by the approximate expression , to

determine the four noise parameters from the measurement
of as a function of frequency. While the noise-parameters
determination based on is of interest due to its simplicity,
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improvements in accuracy are expected if no simplifying
assumptions on the intrinsic noise sources are made.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a new method to
determine the intrinsic (voltage–current or hybrid) FET noise
matrix, based on the measurement of for a redundant num-
ber of frequency points In contrast with previous works [9],
[12], no restrictions are imposed on the intrinsic noise sources,
in particular, the correlation coefficient is not supposed to be
zero. This assumption is supported by recent works [14], [16],
[17]. Moreover, a smooth low-order polynomial frequency
dependence is allowed on the intrinsic noise matrix elements.

II. NOISE-PARAMETER-EXTRACTION PROCEDUREFROM

The procedure is based on the FET equivalent circuit shown
in Fig. 1, which includes its intrinsic noise sources,
(hybrid configuration). The FET-parameters and the parasitic
elements are known from measurements, and the transistor

is measured at frequency points in a broad range
(2–26 GHz), as explained in Section IV. The noise-parameter
characterization method proposed in this paper consists of
determining the intrinsic noise correlation matrix from

The basics of this procedure are detailed below.
The transistor noise figure for the measured source

impedance (corresponding to the th
frequency) can be expressed as a function of its cascade
noise matrix [8] as follows:

(1)

where is the Boltzmann constant and K.
According to the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1, can be split

in its intrinsic and extrinsic (thermal noise due to the parasitic
elements) contributions [18] where

(2)

(3)

(4)

The meaning of the matrices in (2)–(4) are (see Fig. 1) as
follows:

(cascade) matrix of the gate two-port;
matrix of the series connection of the

source two-port and the intrinsic FET;
conversion matrix from to noise-source con-
figuration (for details see [8, Table I]);
impedance noise matrix of the source passive two-
port;
admittance noise matrix of the gate-to-drain passive
two-port;

(cascade) noise matrix of the gate passive
two-port;

(cascade) noise matrix of the drain passive
two-port;
intrinsic voltage-current (hybrid) noise matrix.

Note that and are functions of the -parameters
and the room temperature only.

A linear frequency dependence for the elements of
is assumed, although higher order polynomials

have also been considered with no significant
improvement of results. Other types of noise are
present, mainly at low frequencies (up to 1 GHz, depending
on the transistor) [27], and can be included in by adding

terms of the form and , where

is the cutoff frequency of the trap process and, are
coefficients which have to be estimated from low-frequency
measurements as a last step in the optimization procedure
explained below. Since the lowest measurement frequency
of the experimental setup is 2 GHz (see Section III), this
dependence has not been observed in the transistors measured
and will not be considered in the derivation. Shot noise is also
a low-frequency effect that can also be included by adding
noise current sources to the admittance intrinsic noise matrix,
as explained below. Substituting (2)–(4) into (1), the following
overdetermined linear equation system is obtained for :

(5)

where is the number of measured frequency points. The
left-hand side of (5) depends on the measured noise figure

at every frequency point , and the extrinsic
noise contribution:

(6)

The right-hand side of (5), , is the unknown intrinsic
correlation matrix arranged as a column vector and
expanded as a frequency polynomial

whose coefficients are given by

The elements of matrix only depend on the FET -
parameters, and the source impedances. They are given by

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

The linear system (5) is solved for by a fitting
procedure that involves the estimation of a large number
of parameters: This multivariable opti-
mization problem is divided into subproblems with a smaller
number of variables (one or two). This method has been
applied in the literature to the extraction of equivalent circuits
to avoid local minima in the error function [19]. The noise
matrix elements which produce the highest sensitivity in the
noise parameters, i.e., , are first computed by assuming no
frequency dependence on With
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this assumption, (5) is solved for by least squares using
pseudo-inverse calculation. The values obtained for are
used as initial values in a simplex algorithm that estimates

and for the best fit of the computed (5)–(10) to
the measured using a robust Huber error function [20].

Note that other noise-source configurations can be used in
(5), simply by changing the matrix ; e.g., the admittance
model (current–current) can be used if is set to
the identity matrix. In this case, the frequency dependence of
the intrinsic noise matrix can be approximated by

and [9],
[13]. Shot noise can also be included by adding a current
noise source in parallel to capacitance , with a spectral
density of (A /Hz), and a current noise source in
parallel to capacitance , with a spectral density of
(A /Hz), where and are dc currents flowing through
gate–source and gate–drain diodes, respectively. Since,

, and (gate–source diode conductance) are known
from dc measurements, the shot noise contribution is treated
as extrinsic by adding a new term in (2). This term is written
as , where

and Shot noise effects are only
noticeable for frequencies below a cutoff frequency, which
can be estimated as [28]

where , are coefficients of the admittance model [9]. For
the dc bias and frequency band (2–26 GHz) used in this paper,
this effect is negligible.

III. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup. It is composed by a
wafer-probe station (SUMMIT-9000, Cascade-Microtech), an
automatic network analyzer (ANA) HP 8510B, up to 40 GHz,
a noise measurement system (NMS) HP 8970B/8971C, up to
26.5 GHz, and an electronic broad-band noise source HP 346C,
up to 26.5 GHz. The NMS includes a wide-band low-noise
amplifier. An input and output switch are used to automatically
select the ANA for -parameters and reflection-coefficient
measurements or the NMS for noise power measurement with-
out disconnecting the system. Any connection/disconnection
would degrade the measurement accuracy.

To fully calibrate the receiver noise contribution at plane 2,
its four noise parameters are needed. Obviously, the procedure
explained in Section II cannot be used in this case, but
only a conventional, tuner-based method. However, since the
receiver front-end is a well-matched low-noise amplifier (the
magnitude of its is small), there is no need for automatic,
expensive tuners. In fact, a “manual” tuner has been used
here, composed of coaxial (3.5-mm) standards, commonly
found in a microwave laboratory, which are connected to

Fig. 2. Measurement setup.

TABLE I
IMPEDANCES USED IN THE “M ANUAL ” RECEIVER CALIBRATION

plane As more than four source reflection coefficients are
needed at the receiver plane 2 to guarantee a good accuracy in
the determination of receiver noise parameters, additional on-
wafer elements (offset line lengths, attenuators, and matched
loads) are introduced between the probe tips (planes 1–2).
Table I shows the coaxial/on-wafer elements that have been
selected to produce a convenient set of (tuner) source points.
Provided that their reflection coefficients are accurately mea-
sured, the impedances need not be either the same (for
different setups) or repeatable (for a given setup). In fact, the
delivered noise powers and reflection coefficients are measured
successively, as a function of frequency, for every impedance.
After the measurement is completed, the impedances will not
be connected any more. All tuner measurements are performed
at room temperature.

The calibration procedure is as follows. First, with the input
and output switches at positionsand respectively, a two-
port, on-wafer line reflect reflect match (LRRM) calibration
[24] is performed at the probe tips (on-wafer planes 1–2 in
Fig. 2) to calibrate the ANA. Then the input switch is set
to position and a one-port coaxial open short load (OSL)
calibration is performed at plane with a planar “thru” line
(1-ps delay) connecting planes 1 and 2. The noise source is
connected to plane and set to its “hot” state. Using the error
terms computed in both calibrations, its reflection coefficient
and receiver reflection coefficient are measured (switches set
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Fig. 3. Measured receiver noise parameters: with manual tuner using the
method proposed in [3](�) and using an automatic tuner (NPTS commercial
system)1 (o).

to positions and , respectively) and referred to planes
1 and 2, respectively. The switches are then set to positions

and the noise power delivered by the noise source to the
receiver is measured. The noise source is disconnected, the
tuner standards are successively connected to plane, and
their reflection coefficients and noise powers are measured.
With all the collected data, the four receiver noise parameters
are determined by following the method proposed in [29].
Alternatively, the method proposed by Davidson [5] has also
been used. Results are very similar, as expected whenever the
receiver is well matched [29]. Fig. 3 shows the experimental
results. The receiver noise parameters measured with the
“manual” tuner are plotted and compared to those obtained
with an automatic broad-band tuner included in a commercial
noise-parameter measurement system (NPTS) from Cascade-
Microtech.1 Only very small differences can be observed,
which are within the measurement uncertainty [0.15–0.2-
dB root-mean-square (rms)]. Furthermore, the “manual” tuner
calibration is very repeatable, as shown in Fig. 4, where
the mean value and standard deviation of the receiver noise
parameters, measured 16 times in one year, are plot as a
function of frequency. This is expected since the measured
short-term-gain (3-h) stability of the setup is less than 0.05
dB. The small deviations can be explained by a combination
of the measurement uncertainty and fluctuations of the setup
characteristics in time.

To summarize, the advantages of a “manual” tuner cali-
bration for the receiver full-noise calibration are availability,
adaptability to the particular user needs (measurement range,
setup configuration), and measurement accuracy. Moreover,
because only 8–12 source reflection coefficients are required,
the calibration time is only slightly greater than using an
automatic tuner.

Alternatively, other calibration techniques which do not
require a standard tuner have been proposed [25] and could
be used here as well.

1NPTS-26 System, Cascade–Microtech, Inc., Beaverton, OR 97005 USA.

Fig. 4. Measured receiver noise parameters: mean value and standard devi-
ation over 16 measurement sessions in one year.

IV. TRANSISTOR MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

After the receiver calibration, the FET is inserted between
the on-wafer planes 1–2 in Fig. 2. The FET is biased in the
active region and its -parameters are measured to 40 GHz for
a number of drain-bias currents The small-signal equivalent-
circuit extrinsic (bias-independent) elements , , ,

, , , , , are obtained by “cold FET”
measurements (see, e.g., [26]). From the FET-matrix and
the extrinsic-element values, the intrinsic-matrix [
in (4)] is computed at every bias point. The intrinsic (bias-
dependent) element values need not be known. The intrinsic

-matrix and the extrinsic-element values are used to compute
the , correlation, and conversion matrices required (see
Section II). The noise source is then connected to planeand
switched between its hot and cold states. Noise powers ,

delivered by the transistor at theth frequency
are measured in the whole noise measurement

range (2–26 GHz), for the same bias points. Commercial noise
sources have slightly different reflection coefficients in their
hot and cold states, but the variation is very small (typically

dB). Neglecting this effect, the FET noise figure
is computed at theth frequency

as

(11)

where is the noise-source reflection coefficient referred
to plane , is the noise-source hot temperature (obtained
from the noise-source calibrated ENR data) referred to plane
, is the noise-source cold temperature ambient

temperature, is the transistor available gain (computed
from the transistor -parameters and ), and is
the receiver noise figure for the FET output reflection coef-
ficient (computed from the receiver noise parameters
determined in the calibration). Introducing and
in (5)–(10), together with the required , correlation
and conversion matrices (computed from the FET equivalent-
circuit extrinsic elements and ), the system is solved for
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Fig. 5. Measured noise parameters of a 0.3-�m gate length, 2� 50 �m
width HEMT. (Vds = 1:5 V. Vgs = 0:5 V). Comparison ofF50 measured
(�) andF50 computed from the noise parameters measured with the new
technique (- -).

the hybrid-noise matrix elements at every bias point, as
explained in Section II. The FET cascade noise matrix
is computed using (3). Finally, the transistor noise parameters
are obtained from well-known transformation formulas [8].

V. VERIFICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The noise-parameter measurement method proposed in this
paper has been tested up to 26 GHz on on-wafer high electron-
mobility transistors (HEMT’s) with gate lengths of 0.3 and
0.5 m, from the FhG-IAF DPD-SQW process (Foundry of
Fraunhofer Institut, Freiburg, Germany). In this section, exper-
imental results are presented, and a comparison of the novel
method with tuner-based methods and other methods is
given.

In Fig. 5, the accuracy with which the fitting algorithm
adjusts the measured noise figure given by (11), to the
noise figure computed using (1) from the measured noise
parameters, is presented. The frequency range is 2–26 GHz.
The FET is a 0.3-m device with a 2 50 m gatewidth
( V, V). The agreement is excellent
within the measurement accuracy (including noise meter and
noise source) of about0.15–0.2-dB rms. This result supports
the validity of the method proposed because the measurement
of noise figure for a matched source is very insensitive
to measurement uncertainties. Thus, the measuredcan be
taken as a reference.

The transistor noise parameters determined from by
solving (5)–(10), as explained in Section II, are compared to
the noise parameters measured using the commercial NPTS
from Cascade-Microtech1 based on a broad-band tuner. Fig. 6
plots the results as a function of frequency for the same FET
and bias point as in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows two plots as a function
of the drain bias-current at 12- and 18-GHz frequencies,
respectively. In both figures, the agreement is very good.

Fig. 8 plots the intrinsic hybrid noise matrix elements
determined as a function of frequency for the same device as
in Figs. 5–7. The element is a constant, as suggested
in the literature [10], [12]–[14], while is very
small (also suggested in [17]), one order of magnitude smaller
than , and almost constant. The best fitting of

has been obtained when is not neglected, in
agreement with the literature [17], and a negative frequency

Fig. 6. Comparison of noise parameters directly measured using the com-
mercial NPTS system1 (o) and noise parameters measured with the new
technique(�): The FET and bias point are the same as in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Bias dependence of the noise parameters measured with the new
F50 method(�) and NPTS1 (o). The FET and bias point are the same as
in Fig. 5 (Vds = 1:5 V).

Fig. 8. Measured hybrid noise matrix elements with newF50 method as a
function of frequency(�) and the extracted from noise parameters measured
with the commercial NPTS system1 (o). The FET and bias point are the same
as in Fig. 5.

slope is allowed for and The frequency
dependence obtained for is in accord to Monte Carlo
device simulations [30]. This effect has also been observed
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Fig. 9. Comparison of methods. Noise parameters of a 0.3-�m HEMT with
2 � 50�m gatewidth measured with NPTS (o), newF50 technique(�); F50
method proposed by Dambrine [9](� � �), F50 method proposed by Tasker
[12] (� �):

in the measurement of devices from other GaAs technologies
(F20 MESFET from GEC-Marconi, D02AH pseudomorphic
HEMT (pHEMT) from Philips, and other pHEMT’s from
CNRS).

Fig. 9 compares the results of the method proposed in
this paper with those obtained by applying other methods
previously published [9], [12] and the commercial system.1

The measured noise parameters of a 0.3-m device with a
2 50 m gatewidth are shown. Main discrepancies between
the three methods are observed in and In the
method proposed by Taskeret al. [12], the discrepancies can
be explained because is neglected (Pospieszalski model
[10]), and mainly affects and [8], [14]. In
the method proposed by Dambrineet al. [9], the correlation
coefficient of the admittance model is assumed to be purely
imaginary and related to parameters, by the approximate
expression , and this assumption is equivalent
to [10], [13].

An improvement in the determination of (and, conse-
quently, the four noise parameters) when using the method
proposed in [12] with the Pospieszalski model [10] is achieved
by allowing a linear frequency dependence (linear regression)
for This is equivalent to imposing the following constraints
in (5):
Fig. 10 compares the results of estimatingusing the method
proposed in [12], the method proposed in [12] plus a linear
regression for , the method proposed in this paper, and
the commercial method [4]. The frequency slope and values
of obtained with linear regression are in a close agreement
(within measurement uncertainties) with those obtained with
the method proposed here.

The accuracy with which the transistor noise parameters
are measured depends on a number of measurement variables,
such as the ENR value and magnitude of , on un-
certainties in the required measurements, such as-parameters
and noise powers, and the ENR calibrated-data uncertainty.

Fig. 10. Estimated drain temperature of a 0.3-�m HEMT by using the new
F50 method (�), the F50 method proposed by Tasker [12] (o),(�), the
F50 method proposed by Tasker [12] plus a linear regression(� � �), and the
tuner-based commercial method NPTS1 (�):

Tuner-based methods are particularly sensitive to In
fact, they show a frequency ripple that becomes more signif-
icant at low frequencies (the same effect is observed at low
bias drain–current) for which is high. This effect can be
observed in Figs. 6, 7, and 9. Consequently, the accuracy of
tuner-based methods may decrease whenever is high.
In contrast, the -based methods give a smooth noise-
parameter frequency dependence because they are based on
the fundamental assumption of a smooth intrinsic noise-source
dependence of frequency.

To determine the sensitivity of tuner-based methods to
, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed. The inputs to

the Monte Carlo algorithm are real measurements (noise pow-
ers, -parameters, and source reflection coefficients) obtained
from the tuner-based system. The measurements are randomly
perturbed within the measurement uncertainties. Uncertainties
were estimated from the data provided by the ANA and NMS
manufacturers, and by a direct measurement of reflection-
coefficient and noise power random fluctuations in a number
of time series. The measured uncertainties inwere 0.05%
and 0.12%, respectively for the ANA and NMS. Detector
nonlinearity (evaluated from NMS manufacturer’s data) and
measured gain unstabilities were also taken into account in the
simulator. The noise parameters were then determined from
the perturbed data by a number of measurement methods [2],
[3] and extraction procedures [5]–[7]. An important advantage
of the Monte Carlo method is that no analytical expressions
are required to compute the errors; specifically, errors are not
combined as in rms or worst case (WC) classical analysis,
and error propagation is intrinsically taken into account. Con-
sequently, results of the error analysis are more. The results
are presented in Fig. 11, in which the simulated error (rms)
in the determination of the noise parameters is plotted as
a function of at GHz. The errors show a
quick increase as is greater than the maximum source
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Fig. 11. The rms error in the noise-parameter measurement with tuner-based
methods as a function ofj�optj, computed from a Monte Carlo analysis, for
a 0.3-�m HEMT (f = 9 GHz).

reflection coefficient. This result is in agreement with other
works [3]. The maximum source reflection-coefficient (0.6
in our case) is limited by the tuner itself and especially by the
losses between the tuner planeand the input coplanar probe
(plane 1). Error is particularly important in the lower frequency
band ( GHz) for which is very high (close to one).
This effect can be recognized in the frequency dependence of
the noise matrix extracted from the noise parameters measured
with the tuner-based system (see Fig. 8). However, because
the receiver exhibits a low (about 0.15 in Fig. 4),
tuner-based methods can be confidently used to determine the
receiver noise parameters, as it was performed in Section III.

The measurement errors of methods are basically in-
dependent of because the magnitude of the source
coefficient is very low. They only depend on the gain
fluctuations of the NMS setup, the ENR uncertainly, and the
noise-detector nonlinearities. Taking into account all these
effects, the simulated results show error values of about
(0.15–0.2-dB rms in the measured , up to 26 GHz, in
agreement with the experimental results (Fig. 5). The standard
deviation in the determination of the FET noise parameters has
been computed from a Monte Carlo analysis (see Fig. 12). The
values obtained are similar in all frequencies up to 26 GHz,
and they are significantly lower than those obtained with tuner-
based methods, in particular at low frequencies or for low-bias
drain currents, for which is high.

VI. A PPLICATION TO FET NOISE MODELING

Using the procedure described in Section II, the dependence
of on the frequency and the normalized drain-bias
current ( where is the drain bias current and

is the FET gatewidth) can be easily derived. In this section,
simple expressions for the intrinsic noise matrix elements

, , and as a function of , , and are
proposed to produce a scalable noise model for the FET, which
is useful in computer-aided design (CAD). These expressions

Fig. 12. Mean value and standard deviation of the noise parameters mea-
sured with newF50 method from a Monte Carlo analysis.

are used in this section to obtain a particular model for the
measured FET’s.

Referring to Fig. 1, the rms value of the voltage noise-
source is proportional to according to
Pospieszalski’s model [10]. is weakly dependent on and
its value is close to room temperature [12], [15]. The following
linear approximation can be used:

(12)

The resistance is obtained from the measured
-parameters and the small-signal equivalent circuit.

can then be expressed as

(13)

where is the FET gatewidth and is the of a unit
width. Alternatively, can be written in terms of the
FET intrinsic cutoff frequency [21]:

According to the same model [10], the rms value of the
current noise source is proportional to ,
where is nearly linear [11], and weakly dependent, on

The same dependence of on is proposed in [21],
where the following expression is given:

(14)

where is a technological parameter that depends on materials
and the fabrication process. Alternatively, technologists may
prefer to use the well-known Fukui semiempirical expression
for [22] in terms of a fitting factor that is related
to by [11]

(15)

where and are obtained from the measured-
parameters and the small-signal equivalent circuit. In [23],
another expression is proposed for in terms of and
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Fig. 13. Measured(�) and adjusted (from noise model) (o) drain current
dependence of the hybrid noise matrix (f = 20 GHz) for a 0.5-�m gate-length
2 � 25 �m gatewidth HEMT(Vds = 1:5 V).

as follows:

(16)

where is the gate length, and the technological parameters
, are basically independent of the active-layer geometry.
Our experimental results (see Fig. 10 for comparison) show

a very close agreement between obtained under no sim-
plifying assumptions on the hybrid model , as proposed
in this paper, and (or, equivalently, ) obtained using
the expressions given by Pospieszalski [10] for the simplified
hybrid model (in which the correlation coefficient is assumed
zero). In other words, the arguments given in this section for
the dependence of on are valid for the hybrid model
(with no simplifying assumptions) proposed here. However,
our results show that is also frequency dependent and
that has an important effect in the determination of
the FET noise parameters, thus, it should not be neglected.
It is found that is basically real and that is
linearly dependent on Depending on the FET type, it is
found that the best results in the determination of the FET
noise parameters are obtained if a linear dependence onis
allowed for as well.

Consequently, the following frequency- and bias-current-
dependent scalable model is proposed:

(17)

(18)

(19)

where the unknown coefficients are fitted with a linear re-
gression of , , and versus the normalized
drain current

Although this model has been obtained from the measure-
ment of a number of particular HEMT devices, as explained

TABLE II
NOISE MODEL FOR 0.5-mm GATE-LENGTH HEMT DEVICES

(Id = Ids=Z IN A/m, f IN GHz, Z IN m;R0

i
= Ri � Z IN 
 �m)

Fig. 14. Noise parameters of a 0.5-�m device with 2� 50 �m gatewidth
measured (o) and computed from the noise model(�) obtained from a
2 � 25 �m gatewidth device (f = 26 GHz).

in Section V, it can be used for any FET in the microwave
range because it is based on physical considerations of the
dependence of the noise sources onand frequency. Alter-
natively, it can be formulated for other intrinsic noise-source
configurations, for example the admittance (current–current)
configuration [9], by allowing an appropriate frequency and
drain current dependence of the intrinsic noise sources based
on physical considerations [16].

Fig. 13 shows the drain bias-current dependence of the
measured hybrid noise matrix and the adjusted model using
(16)–(19). The drain noise-current density is a linear
function and the voltage density depends on the intrinsic
cutoff frequency as Therefore, it decreases with

is a linear function of It is clearly
seen that the correlation coefficient cannot be neglected,
in particular, for high drain bias currents. To the authors’
knowledge, the results obtained for have not been
published before.

To verify the scaling capability of the proposed model,
the measured intrinsic noise-matrix of a 0.5-m device with
a 2 25 m gate length was used to compute the noise
parameters of a 0.5-m device with a different gate length (2

50 m). Table II shows the model for the 0.5-m devices
obtained by fitting the coefficients in (16)–(19) to the measured
intrinsic matrix. Fig. 14 compares the scaled noise parameters
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of the 2 50 m device to those directly measured by using
two different methods, proposed here, and the commercial
tuner-based system.1 The noise parameters are plotted as a
function of at the 26-GHz frequency, and show a good
agreement which supports the self-consistency of the model.

VII. CONCLUSION

A mathematical method for determining the noise matrix
of FET’s based on the measurement of for a

redundant number of frequency points has been proposed
and successfully applied to HEMT’s. By assuming a linear
frequency dependence (higher order polynomials have also
been considered with no significant improvement of results)
for the elements of , an excellent agreement between
the computed and the measured up to 26 GHz
is achieved. The noise matrix elements obtained, and their
frequency dependence, agree with results previously published
by other authors. An enhanced accuracy (compared to other

methods in the literature) in the determination of the FET
noise parameters is obtained if is not neglected
and a linear frequency dependence is included in
and An automatic tuner is not required to perform the
receiver full-noise calibration, but only a versatile “manual
tuner,” commonly found in a microwave laboratory, which
produces the same accurate results. Theoretical Monte Carlo
analysis and experimental results show an enhanced accuracy
of the new method compared to tuner-based methods, in
particular, whenever is high (low frequencies or low-
bias drain currents) because the new method is basically
independent of To summarize, the new method
proposed here is a fast and simple technique that overcomes
the limitations of conventional tuner-based methods for the
determination of the noise parameters of an FET, providing
both an enhanced accuracy and useful device noise models.
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